Abstract. We present a new method for characterizing information about a target relative to its background. The resultant computational measures are then applied to quantify the visual distinctness of targets in complex natural backgrounds from digital imagery. A generalization of the Kullback-Leibler joint information gain over the optimal interest points of the target image is shown to correlate strongly with visual target distinctness as estimated by human observers. Optimal interest points are defined as spatial locations of partially invariant features, which minimize the error probability between the target and the nontarget scenes; their significance is a function of the corresponding degree of congruence across scales and orientations.
Introduction
We consider two alternative hypotheses in predicting visual target distinctness by means of a computer vision model. First, it may be assumed that the structure of the target-andbackground scene and the image without a target can be determined exactly by means of a representation of the image content according to orientation, spatial frequency, scale, and spatial location. In this case the main problem is how to select relevant information into a limited attentional bottleneck. The target image shows a complex scene-it contains a mixture of various types of relevant features, unwanted detail, and noise-and any useful representation must remove noise and unwanted detail. Reference 1 suggested various computational models for selecting significant information in this first case.
Instead, it is possible that the structure of the target and nontarget scenes cannot be determined exactly, and therefore the structure of the images should be characterized statistically by discrete probability distributions. Due to the availability of a large number of measures, we have to know what postulates and properties should be satisfied by an information measure in this second case, and then what the amount is of relative information between the respective distributions for the target image and the image with no target. References 1 and 2 analyze exactly these points.
Several measures under both hypotheses were compared in Ref. 1 to predict visual target distinctness. There the conclusion was that both the visual pattern-based measure, 3 called VP, and the compound information gain, 2 called E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n , show the best overall performance in the sense that they yield the highest fraction of correctly classified targets. The statistical accuracy of this result was demonstrated, based on confidence intervals for the corresponding bootstrap sampling distributions of the fraction of correctly classified targets. But, given that these two computational measures come from two distinct approaches to predict visual distinctness as described before, a natural question is: what is the meaning of this result? The visual pattern-based measure VP is computed from the images after they have been transformed into a new perceptual domain in which they are decomposed into certain features ͑or visual patterns͒ that have the highest degree of alignment in their statistical structure across a number of scales and orientations. These features are likely to be invariant over a particular range of scales and orientations, and can be judged unlikely to be accidental in origin even in the absence of specific information regarding which objects may be present. In this sense visual patterns are said to be partially invariant features.
For the partitioning of a digital image into its visual patterns, Ref. 4 proposed a frequency-based separation according to a constraint of congruence in statistical structure across frequency bands. Based on this definition of visual pattern as congruence in statistical structure, the differences between visual patterns from the target image and the corresponding visual patterns from the nontarget image determine the overall target distinctness by using a simple decision rule. Hence, the visual pattern-based measure VP is a function of the discrepancy between congruence in statistical structure across scales and orientations.
On the other hand, the compound information gain E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n is a measure of information gain between target and nontarget scenes that determines a function of the discrepancy between the significance of interest points for the target image and their respective significance for the nontarget scene. 2 In the implementation of the computational measure E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n , the significance of an interest point was simply computed as the phase congruence across scales at this point. Thus, the information theoretic measure E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n is a function of the discrepancy at interest points between the phase congruence across scales for the target image and for the nontarget image.
We are now ready to respond to the previous question as follows: Both the information gain E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n and the visual pattern-based measure VP are just measuring the discrepancy between certain types of congruence, i.e., partially invariant features. Hence, we claim the central role of the comparison between these kind of features in predicting visual target distinctness.
A caveat in this analysis is that the original data set used in Ref. 1 was relatively small, with most targets having relatively high probability of detection. A broader range of probability detection would be more desirable for a robust evaluation. To this aim: 1. the location of the target should be varied across the images in the experiment ͑prior knowledge of location is a strong attention cue͒; 2. the target should be placed in more difficult surroundings ͑the idea is to follow the visual search paradigm a bit more closely by adding true distractors to the scene͒; and 3. the subjects should be tested using nonsense images and targets, and should do so without prior knowledge of the targets. Only in this way will true saliency be measured. It is not obvious if our methods will extend to this case.
To investigate this problem, we performed an additional experiment in Ref. 1. Our interest was to answer the following question: 5 What would be the impact on the model predictions of altering the original dataset, for example by using some kind of camouflage, from the previous polished condition? In this case we simply investigated the relation, in the presence of Gaussian noise, between the different measures and the psychophysical target distinctness. The conclusion was that the Gaussian noise may have a major influence on any function of the discrepancy between the phase congruence.
This result pointed out the necessity of including, in the information theoretic model, a learning stage for estimating the best notion of partially invariant features to measure discrepancy in a given context. That is, once we know of the central role of discrepancy between partially invariant features in predicting target distinctness, the second step is to develop models for estimating optimal partially invariant features to measure discrepancy. This is exactly the motivation of the present work and, in the following, we show a formal approach to deal with this problem of estimation.
Information Theoretic Measures Based on Optimal Interest Points for Target Distinctness
Under the second hypothesis that the structure of the target and nontarget scenes cannot be determined exactly, the following six postulates were found in Refs. 1 and 2 to be relevant for predicting visual target distinctness by means of the difference between the image from the target-andbackground scene and the image from the background with no target:
Postulate 1. A measure of how unexpected a single event of the target image was depends only on its probability.
Postulate 2. An estimate of how unexpected the target image was from some probability distribution is simply defined as the mathematical expectation of how unexpected its single events were from this distribution.
Postulate 3. The target image is more unexpected from an estimated distribution than from the true distribution.
Postulate 4. The effectiveness of the information. If the target image contains relevant structures, unwanted detail, and noise, the reduction of data without significant ensuing loss of information is of primary importance in the comparison of the nontarget image with the target image.
Postulate 5. The information conservation constraint. If local information of the target image at significant points is some constraint on the nontarget image, then the selective measure of the error between them involves three steps: 1. detecting interest points in the target image; 2. for each interest point, zooming in ͑which is equivalent to modifying the scale parameter͒; and 3. local comparison of the nontarget image with the target image.
Postulate 6. The significance conservation constraint. If interest points of the target image and their significance are some given constraint on the nontarget image, then the selective information gain is also a function of the discrepancy between the significance of interest points in the target image and their significance in the nontarget scene. In short, these six postulates provide a basic axiomatic characterization of a measure of information for predicting visual target distinctness from 2-D digital images.
The simplest form of information gain between two images satisfying the first five postulates is a selective measure of information gain between the probability distributions P and Q for the target and the nontarget image, noted as E Z 1 ,•••,Z n (P,Q), which sums the local information gain over locations of significant features ͑see Refs. 1 and 2͒. The form of the selective gain is:
with Z 1 ,•••,Z n being the significant locations of the target image R; ͓ p(l/R Z i )͔ l being the local histogram computed on a neighborhood of location Z i for the target image R;
and ͓ p(l/I Z i )͔ l being the local histogram computed on a neighborhood of Z i for the nontarget image I. Note that the pair of images are therefore characterized by their respective local histograms at locations of interest. By adding the significance conservation constraint, i.e., Postulate 6, to Postulates 1 through 5, we obtain the compound gain E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n (P,Q) ͑see Refs. 1 and 2͒. The form of the compound gain is:
with R Z i and I Z i being the events in which the feature at location Z i is highly significant to explain the information content of the target image R and the nontarget image I, respectively; and p(R Z i ) and p(I Z i ) being the a priori probabilities of occurrence of R Z i and I Z i , respectively. Thus, the compound gain E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n is certainly a function of the discrepancy between the significance of interest points in the target image and their significance in the nontarget scene. In Refs. 1 and 2, we selected a local energy model for the perception of low-level features, and consequently, we assumed that features are perceived at points where the Fourier components are maximally in phase. Hence, in the implementation of the compound gain E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n , the significance of an interest point was simply computed as the phase congruence across scales at this point. A caveat in this implementation of the compound gain E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n is the well-known fact that changing the value of one pixel in some objects completely changes the significance of the Fourier phase. This means that the significance conservation constraint ͑Postulate 6͒ can be valid, yet, in its implementation, the significance of an interest point should be computed in a more advanced way. It pointed out the need for a new postulate concerning the best notion of partially invariant features in which to measure discrepancy between target and nontarget scenes. Another basic argument for the need of this new postulate is the fact that vehicle visual discrimination can be hampered by the choice of suboptimal points of interest for certain targets, as discussed in Sec. 4. A statistical formulation is particularly suitable for this problem, since digital images are being modeled statistically. In case the prediction of visual target distinctness becomes a decision problem of classical hypothesis testing to decide whether the target is present or absent, the performance of partially invariant features would be evaluated from a statistical viewpoint. In this setting, we have to decide between two probability distributions that respectively characterize the target and the empty image. The performance criterion concerning the selection of partially invariant features is to try to minimize the probability of error for this hypothesis testing, which gives the optimum performance from the statistical point of view. This point is stated in the following postulate that we introduce here.
Postulate 7: The best notion of interest points and their significance. Optimal interest points are locations of partially invariant features that minimize the probability of error for testing whether the target is present or absent. Their significance is a function of the corresponding degree of congruence across scales and orientations.
Of course, the first problem to be solved is that of deriving a model of feature perception that is capable of successfully detecting optimal interest points on an error probability basis, as proposed in Postulate 7. This point is analyzed in Secs. 3 and 4.
The second problem is to reformulate the information theoretic measures given before to process images at locations of optimal features, as extracted by the feature perception model. To this aim, we simply provide an implementation of the information gain based on optimal interest points and their significance ͑see Secs. 4.1 and 4.2͒.
Several experiments are then performed to investigate the relation between the information theoretic measures and the visual target distinctness measured by human observers ͑see Sec. 5͒.
Feature Perception Model
Do interest points depend on the task to be fulfilled in the visual processing of scenes? When we read in the literature about interest points in general, there is often an implicit assumption: the image processing is directed to the more relevant objects that are present in the scene. The reason for this may be simple: a key problem in visual processing is how to select relevant information into a limited attentional bottleneck, and the task specification might be a natural solution to this problem. There exists another reason to explain the hypothetical task-dependent nature of the interest point selection: different visual tasks may involve the analysis of very distinct spatial locations on the image. For example, the selection of the more relevant objects for the scene might be solved by using the locations of locally maximal phase congruence, i.e., the local energy model. 6, 7 But the prediction of visual target distinctness cannot simply be based on the spatial locations of the more relevant objects in the scene, since in this case the object to be detected ͑target͒ may be altered by some kind of camouflage, for example. The point is the following. A camouflaged target may remain undetected by means of the local energy model using nonmaximal suppression via threshold of 10 or 20% of the global maximum value ͑since it is altered by camouflage͒. But, obviously, the target might still be perceived in the scene in case it would be judged unlikely to be accidental in origin and, thus, it should have some degree of alignment in its statistical structure across a number of scales and orientations. Consequently, it may be detected via a feature perception model, in which interest points are locations of locally maximal congruence in certain combinations of separable features.
Due to the fact that we often have no a priori knowledge of viewpoint for the target in a scene, the structures to be detected in the image must reflect properties that are at least partially invariant over a wide range of viewpoints of some corresponding three-dimensional structure. 3, 4, 8, 9 This means that it is useless to look for features with particular sizes or orientations or other properties that are highly dependent on viewpoint.
We need a feature perception model that exhibits the properties of detecting nearly viewpoint-invariant features and calculating their varying degrees of significance. This section presents a novel solution to this problem by means of a function that measures the congruence in any vector of separable features across scales and orientations.
In the following, we first show the bank of filters to be used in the decomposition of the digital images at different scales and orientations. Given the complex nature of the local image information, it should be represented by using a collection of separable features extracting several individual characteristics of the scene. To this aim, we next introduce the concept of integral feature as a vector composed of several separable features, which capture relevant characteristics of the respective filtered response. We then define a function that measures the integral feature congruence at a given spatial location across scales and orientations. Given a particular definition of integral feature T and the corresponding integral feature congruence function, interest points can be detected as locations of local maxima of the congruence function. That is, feature information is encoded at points where the integral feature congruence across scales and orientations is high.
Bank of Filters
The set of filters used in the decomposition of the picture consists of log-Gabor filters of different spatial frequencies and orientations. 10 Four different resolutions and six different angles for each resolution are chosen. Log-Gabor functions, by definition, have no DC component. The transfer function of the log Gabor has extended tails at the high frequency end. Thus it should be able to encode natural images more efficiently than ordinary Gabor functions, which would overrepresent the low frequency components and underrepresent the high frequency components in any encoding process. Another argument in support of the logGabor functions is the consistency in measurements of the mammalian visual system. 6 A log-Gabor filter determines a Gaussian in the spatial frequency domain around some central frequency (r o , o ). It can be represented in the frequency domain as the sum of the even-symmetric log-Gabor filter and i times the oddsymmetric log-Gabor filter as follows:
where o is the orientation angle of the filter, r o is the central radial frequency, and and r are the angular and radial sigma of the Gaussian, respectively.
The convolution of a log-Gabor function ͑whose real and imaginary parts are in quadrature͒ with a real image results in a complex image. Its norm is called energy and its argument is called phase. Let
even (x,y) be the image convolved with the even-symmetric log-Gabor filter and
odd (x,y) be the image convolved with the oddsymmetric log-Gabor filter. The real-valued function given in Eq. ͑3͒ can be multiplied by the frequency representation of the image. After transforming the result back to the spatial domain, the results of applying the oriented energy filter pair are extracted as simply the real component for the even-symmetric filter and the imaginary component for the odd-symmetric filter. 
Integral Feature: Collection of Individual Characteristics
Given the complex nature of the local image information, it should be represented by using a collection of separable features extracting several individual characteristics of the scene. To this aim, for any log-Gabor function (r,) in the filter bank, we have defined an integral feature at location (x,y) as a L-dimensional feature vector
The separable features T i (r,) (x,y), with 1рiрL, capture relevant characteristics of the respective filter output, while remaining stable for the representation of the image. The problem is that, to represent the filter output of the target image, different definitions of integral feature might be given based on different subsets of separable features. The conclusion is that, in the absence of domain knowledge, the optimal definition of integral feature should be driven by the data. This point is analyzed in Sec. 4. In the following, we suggest a list of common features that may be used in this context ͑their mathematical definitions are given in Appendix A͒.
• the normalized even-and odd-symmetric filter output at location (x,y), noted as T 1 (r,) (x,y)
• the measure of symmetry and asymmetry of intensity values, called T 2 (r,) (x,y)
• the local contrast of the even-and odd-symmetric filter output at location (x,y), T 3 (r,) (x,y)
• the local skewness of the even-and odd-symmetric filter output at location (x,y), noted as T 4 (r,) (x,y), which measures the extent to which outliers favor one side of the filter output distribution • the local kurtosis of the even-and odd-symmetric filter output T 5 (r,) (x,y), which measure the peakedness of the distribution of the filter output values.
Integral Feature Congruence Function
Here we show a function that, for any definition of integral feature, measures the integral feature congruence across scales and orientations. Next, the system detects partially invariant features based on this congruence function.
Let (r,) be a log-Gabor from the filter bank given in Sec. 3.1. Let T (r,) (x,y)ϭ͓T l k (r,) (x,y)͔ 1рkрL , with l k ͕1,2,•••,5͖ and 1рLр5, being the integral feature at (x,y) computed on the filter output for (r,) , based on a number of L separable features as described in Sec. 3.2.
Fundamental to the definition of the integral feature congruence function is the selection of a proximity measure between integral features at each scale and orientation. This proximity measure should be given in a numerical form to indicate the degree of resemblance of integral features, over all log-Gabor filters, at a particular location (x,y). In this setting, integral features at each scale and orientation are expressed as vectors and, consequently, the most obvious choice for measuring congruence among integral features is the normalized correlation defined as the cosine of the angle between normalized vectors. This definition is fast to compute and usually suffice.
Definition 1: The integral feature congruence function. The congruence function in certain integral feature T at location (x,y) is defined as given by the equation:
where
and the correlation is defined as:
) being the cosine of the angle between vectors T 1 and T 2 . The normalization Z is:
where is a small positive constant to avoid division by zero in Eq. ͑4͒. Given a particular definition of integral feature T and the integral feature congruence function IFC T (x,y), interest points are simply detected as locations (x,y) of local maxima of the function IFC T (x,y). Consequently, feature information is encoded at points where the integral feature congruence across scales and orientations is high.
Recall that, in the absence of domain knowledge, the optimal definition of integral feature T should be driven by the target image. Consequently, the system must learn the best definition in which to look for invariance across orientations and scales. This point is analyzed in the following section.
Optimal Interest Points for Testing Whether the Target is Present or Not
The vehicle visual discrimination can be hampered by the choice of suboptimal points of interest for certain image pairs ͑target and empty scene͒. Thus, a prediction of low visibility for a particular target may result from improper choice of interest points and the subsequent reduction in visual distinctness, and not from the fact that the corresponding image pair belongs to a cluster of image pairs with low target visibility. Hence, the target distinctness as measured for different image pairs may not be directly comparable, and then cannot be used to rank order targets from different scenes. What is needed here is an optimal definition of interest points for any image pair, which can be used to decide whether the target is present or absent. This section illustrates a formal approach to decide when points of locally maximal congruence in certain integral feature T are preferred in predicting target distinctness to the collection of points of locally maximal congruence in any other integral feature TЈ.
, be the points of locally maximal congruence in certain integral feature T, as derived for the target image based on the corresponding function IFC T (x,y). On the other hand, let
T be the respective joint probability distributions which, for the target and the nontarget image, characterize the local image information at locations Z 1 T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T . Since digital images are modeled statistically, the problem of predicting visual target distinctness naturally becomes a decision problem of classical hypothesis testing to decide whether a target is present or not, as follows.
Let X 1 ,X 2 ,•••,X N be a sample drawn independently, identically distributed ͑iid͒ according to a distribution P(X). One standard problem in statistics is to decide between two alternative explanations for the observed data as given by the distributions
T associated with the target image R and the nontarget image I, respectively. In this simplest case, we consider two hypotheses:
where if H 1 is accepted, then we decide that the target is present; otherwise, H 2 is accepted and thus the decision is that the target is absent. Thus the two individual probabilities of error for this hypothesis testing are:
with N being the sample size for the hypothesis test. In general, we wish to minimize both probabilities, but there is a trade-off. Thus we minimize the probability of error ␤ T N subject to a constraint on the other probability of error: ␣ T N Ͻ. Since we treat the two probabilities of error separately, this approach lacks symmetry. The reason behind this is that an ␣-error corresponds to the situation in which we have decided that the target is absent when it is actually present. Instead, a ␤-error involves a decision in which we have accepted that the target is present when it is absent. We clearly see that the former is more dangerous than the latter.
Let ␤ T ,N be the lowest achievable probability of error Pr͕H 1 is accepted/H 2 true͖ subject to ␣ T N Ͻ for this problem, with sample size equal to N. Note that two nearly equal joint distributions
duce high values of the best achievable probability of error ␤ T ,N , and therefore, ␤ T ,N can be thought of as a measure of similarity between the joint distributions.
We can now define the concept of optimal interest points. In the following definition we show, on an error probability basis, when a collection of points of locally maximal congruence in a particular definition of integral feature T is preferred to any other collection for predicting visual target distinctness. 
with ␤ † ,N being the best achievable probability of error Pr͕H 1 is accepted/H 2 true͖ subject to ␣ † N Ͻ for the decision problem of hypothesis testing between the joint distri-
Assuming a lack of symmetry in the treatment of the individual probabilities of error as discussed before, this definition concerning the selection of partially invariant features ͑or interest points͒ gives the optimum performance from the statistical point of view.
The following result proves that the relation of preference in Definition 2 gives exactly the pair of hypotheses,
T, which are the easiest to distinguish for a particular image pair by means of a selective measure of information gain. Hence, the visual target distinctness, as measured by the information gain, is not hampered by the choice of optimal interest points. It also implies that the selection of optimal interest points for target distinctness is operational, in that it is directly achievable by a constructive procedure.
. . ,Z n T of locally maximal congruence in T, associated with n independent random variables on the local image information, is preferred to any other collection Z 1 TЈ ,Z 2 TЈ , . . . ,Z m TЈ , with TЈ T, on an error probability basis for classical hypothesis testing, if and only if Z 1 T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T is the optimum collection of interest points in the sense of the occurrence of a particularly favorable pair of hypotheses,
T, which are the easiest to distinguish by means of a selective measure of information gain E 
Proof. See Appendix B.
The result of Theorem 1 allows us to outline a procedure for selection of a collection of interest points. Select the collection of points of locally maximal congruence in T, i.e., Z 1 T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T , which achieves the maximum value of the corresponding selective information gain E
(P,Q) as the optimum collection in the class being compared. It is worth noting that the selective information gain appears as we look for a practical algorithm that comes close to the optimal performance dictated by Definition 2. Figure 1 illustrates the points of maximal integral feature congruence on a sample of target and nontarget scenes, which were obtained as suggested previously. The corresponding integral feature congruence functions are given in Figs. 2 and 3 . The optimum definition of integral feature T is also illustrated on each target image.
Minimum Error Gain
A more advanced form of relative information is given in this subsection from the addition to Postulates 1 to 5 ͑see Sec. 2͒ of the new postulate introduced here ͑Postulate 7͒, relative to the best notion of interest points and their significance. That is, interest points are locations of partially invariant features, which minimize the error probability between the target and the nontarget scenes; their significance is a function of the corresponding degree of congruence across scales and orientations.
Next, a new definition of selective information gain is simply given by the sum of local gain between target and nontarget over optimal significant points of the target image. Hence, it satisfies Postulate 7 in addition to Postulates 1 to 5.
Definition 3: Minimum error information gain. The minimum error information gain (M EG) of the target image R from the nontarget scene I is simply the sum of the local information gain over the optimum collection of points Z 1 T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T of locally maximal congruence in T, such that is preferred to any other collection Z 1 TЈ ,Z 2 TЈ , . . . ,Z m TЈ , with TЈ T, on an error probability basis; that is, MEG͑R,I ͒ϭE
(P,Q) being the selective information gain between the probability distributions P and Q for the target and the nontarget image, as given in Eq. ͑8͒; and Z 1 T ,
•••,Z n T being the optimal significant points for predicting target distinctness as given by Definition 2.
The properties of the selective gain E
(P,Q) and the implications of these properties were examined in Refs. 1 and 2. By definition, the minimum error information gain MEG also has the properties of the selective gain; that is, the properties of nonnegativity and additivity, in addition to the fact that MEG is the Kullback-Leibler joint information up to a nonnegative multiplicative constant. Moreover, a new property can be proven that states the optimality of MEG for testing whether the target is present or not. Property 1. The minimum error information gain MEG between the target image R and the corresponding image with no target I, defined as given in Eq. ͑9͒, i.e., MEG͑R,I ͒ϭE 
Minimum Error Compound Gain
Let R Z i T and I Z i T be the events that the feature at location Z i T is highly significant to explain the information content of the target image R and the nontarget image I, respectively;
p(R Z i T) and p(I Z i T) be the a priori probabilities of occurrence of R Z i T and I Z i T, where p(R Z i T) ϩp(I Z i T) ϭ1. Suppose that if p(R Z i T) is positive, then p(I Z i T) is also positive. Let p(l/R Z i T) and p(l/I Z i T) be the probability of gray level l conditioned on R Z i
T and I Z i T respectively, which can be interpreted as the probability of occurrence of gray level l on the neighborhood of a significant location Z i T in the target image R and the nontarget image I, respectively.
Suppose that every possible observation from p(l/R Z i T) is also a possible observation from p(l/I Z i T) . This is to avoid the contingency that p(l/R Z i T) ϭ " 0 and p(l/I Z i T) ϭ0. Thus ͓ p(l/R Z i T) ͔ l is simply the local histogram P(Z i T ) computed on a neighborhood of location Z i T in the target image R, and similarly, ͓ p(l/I Z i T) ͔ l is the local histogram Q(Z i T ) computed on a neighborhood of Z i T in the nontarget image I.
To produce an information gain of the target image R from the empty image I, such that it satisfies Postulate 6 ͑i.e., if interest points of the target image and their significance is some given constraint on the nontarget image, then the selective information gain is also a function of the discrepancy between the significance of interest points in the target image and their significance in the nontarget scene͒, we must replace the probabilities of gray level l conditioned
on R Z i T and I Z i T, called p(l/R Z i T) and p(l/I Z i T) , by the probabilities of occurrence of the compound events both R Z i T and l occur and both I Z i T and l occur, p(R Z i T) p(l/R Z i T) and p(I Z i T) p(l/I Z i T)
, which take into account the significance of any location Z i T in the target image and the nontarget image.
In this new setting, we must also substitute the joint probability distributions at locations Z 1 T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T , previously called P 
with ␤ † ,N being the best achievable probability of error Pr͕H 1 is accepted/H 2 true͖ subject to ␣ † N Ͻ for the decision problem of hypothesis testing between the joint distributions of the compound events
The following result outlines a simple procedure for selection of an optimal collection of interest points for predicting visual target distinctness by means of a compound information gain, such that it satisfies Postulates 1 through 6.
Theorem 2. A collection of points Z 1
T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T of locally maximal congruence in T, associated with n independent random variables on the local image information is preferred for measuring compound information gain, to any other collection Z 1 TЈ ,Z 2 TЈ , . . . ,Z m TЈ , with TЈ T, on an error probability basis for classical hypothesis testing, if and only if Z 1 T ,Z 2 T , . . . ,Z n T is the optimum collection of interest points in the sense of the occurrence of a particularly favorable pair of hypotheses,
, which are the easiest to distinguish by means of a compound measure of information gain
(P,Q) being an information theoretic measure, 1,2 that sums the compound local information gain over locations Z 1 † ,•••,Z n † of significant features, as given by:
being the probabilities of occurrence of the compound events both R Z i † and l occur and both I Z i † and l occur at location Z i † . To produce a compound measure of information gain of the target image R from the empty image I such that satisfies Postulates 1 through 7, we then simply sum the local compound gain over optimal significant locations for measuring compound information gain.
Proof. It follows by replacing the joint probabilities
Definition 5: Minimum error compound gain. The minimum compound gain ͑MEC͒ for the discrimination between the target image R from the empty image I is,
with Z 1 T ,•••,Z n T being the optimum collection of significant points, on an error probability basis, for measuring compound information gain between the target and the nontarget images; and where
is the compound information gain between the probability distributions P and Q for the target and the nontarget image, as given by:
with p(R Z i T) and p(I Z i T) being the value of the corresponding integral feature congruence function at significant point Z i
T for the target and the nontarget images, respectively. The result is a selective measure that takes into account that optimal interest points may possess different significance, as given by the corresponding integral feature congruence function, to explain the target image R and the image with no target I. Following the properties of the compound gain as given in Ref. 1 , we have that MEC is both additive and a generalization of the Kullback-Leibler joint information gain of various random variables to take into account the a priori probabilities p(R Z i T) and p(I Z i T) . Moreover, a new property, similar to Property 1 as given before, can be proven that states the optimality of MEC for testing whether the target is present or not, when the joint probability distributions of the compound events P Z 1
. . ,Z n T .
Comparative Study
Here we show the relationship between the new information measures and the visual target distinctness as measured by human observers. We also show the comparative results of the information measures and root mean square error ͑RMSE͒. If the reference image R is a rectangular image N pixels wide and M pixels high, then the RMSE averages the squares of pixel differences, and then the square root is taken of the result:
.
͑15͒
The performance of a measure for predicting visual target distinctness can be evaluated by making use of the degree of correlation between the visual target distinctness measured by human observers and the computational target distinctness. The approach is as follows.
First, a psychophysical experiment is performed in which observers estimate the visual distinctness of targets in a database ͑Sec. 5.2͒. The subjective ranking induced by the psychophysical target distinctness is adopted as the reference rank order.
Second, each computational measure is applied to quantify the target distinctness by means of the difference between the signal from the target-and-background scene and the signal from the background-with-no-target.
Third, an evaluation function is used ͑Sec. 5.3͒ to study the efficacy of the computational measure. To avoid the perils of inferring too much from correlations, the evaluation function P CC is defined as the fraction of correctly classified targets of the computational measure with respect to the reference rank order:
number of correctly classified targets number of targets . ͑16͒
Images and Datasets
The images used in the psychophysical experiment were slides made during the distributed interactive simulation, search, and target acquisition fidelity ͑DISSTAF͒ field test, that was designed and organized by Night Vision and Electro-optic Sensors Directorate ͑NVESD͒, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and that was held in May and June 1995 in Fort Hunter Liggett, California. 14,15 These slides depict a number of different scenes. Each scene represents a military vehicle in a complex rural background. The nine different vehicles that are deployed as search targets are a BMP-1, a BTR-70, an HMMVV-Scout, a HMMVV-Tow, an M1A1, an M3-Bradley, an M60, an M113, and a T72, respectively. The visibility of the targets varies throughout the entire stimulus set. This is mainly due to variations in the structure of the local background, the viewing distance, the luminance distribution over the target support ͑shadows͒, the orientation of the targets, and the degree of occlusion of the targets by vegetation.
The images used in the computational experiments are subsections of the original slides, and were taken from the Search_2 dataset. 15 These subimages are of size 256 ϫ256, and they are centered on the midpoint of the target support ͑i.e., the window is chosen such that the target is always in the center of the subimage͒. For each image R containing a target ͑vehicle͒, a corresponding empty scene I is created. The empty scene is everywhere equal to the target scene, except at the location of the target, where the target support is filled with the local background. This replacement is done by hand, using the rubber stamp tool in Photoshop 3.05. The intent of this operation is to create an image identical to the target scene outside the target region, and in which the contrast gradients for the target region are induced by the background bounding the target. The empty image is thus obtained by smoothing the values in the background at the target surrounding area. This smoothing produces the blending of the local surround into the target region. The result is judged by eye and is accepted if the variation in the background over the target support area does not appear to have an appreciable contrast with the natural variation in the local background.
To validate the computational measures that predict the visual distinctness of targets in complex rural backgrounds, two different datasets were produced from the image pairs in Figs. 2 and 3 .
The digital images in Set #1 were 1. eight complex natural images containing a single target that correspond to the scenes 16, 10, 28, 36, 8, 3, 22, and 4, from the slides made during the DISSTAF field test, and 2. eight empty images of the same rural backgrounds with no target, that were created using the rubber stamp tool in Photoshop 3.05.
The digital images in Set #2 were 1. eleven target images that correspond to scenes 16, 12, 10, 28, 36, 25, 8, 15 , 3, 22, and 4, and 2. eleven empty images of the same backgrounds with no target.
Psychophysical Target Distinctness
A psychophysical experiment was performed in which observers estimate the visual distinctness of targets. Human observer experiments designed to quantify visual target distinctness usually involve search and detection tasks or contrast detection tasks. Here search times and cumulative detection probabilities were measured for nine military targets in complex natural backgrounds. A total of 64 civilian observers, aged between 18 and 45 years, participated in the visual search experiment. The procedure of the search experiment is described in Refs. 14 and 15.
Search performance is usually expressed as the cumulative detection probability as a function of time, and it can be approximated by 16 -18 
where P d (t) is the fraction of correct detections at time t, t 0 is the minimum time required to response, and is a time constant. Figure 7 illustrates the cumulative distribution functions corresponding to the search times measured for the target scenes in Dataset #1 and Dataset #2, respectively. The overall difference between two of these functions can be measured by subtracting the area beneath their graphs. This operation corresponds to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. To compare the relative distinctness of targets, the curves are rank ordered according to the area beneath their graphs. 14 The resulting rank order for the target scenes in Dataset #1 and Dataset #2 is listed in the column with the header R P d in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. This subjective ranking induced by the psychophysical target distinctness is adopted as the reference rank order in the comparative study. Figure 7 shows that the target images in Dataset #1 and Dataset #2 can be clustered into four groupings of targets with comparable visual distinctness. Each one of the clusters contains those targets that give rise to cumulative detection curves, which are similar in accordance with Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. Hence, targets in a particular dataset will be considered to have similar visual distinctness if they belong to the same cluster of targets ͑that is, if they have closely spaced cumulative detection curves͒.
Numerical Results
In the following the evaluation function P CC , i.e., the fraction of correctly classified targets with respect to the reference rank order, is used to study the efficacy of each particular measure for predicting visual distinctness of targets in complex natural backgrounds. We have to take into account that rank order permutations of targets of the same cluster ͑with comparable visual distinctness͒ are not significant, i.e., they are correctly classified, whereas rank order permutations of targets of different clusters are significant and therefore they are incorrectly classified.
Experiment 1
Dataset #1 was used in this first experiment. The comparative results of the information theoretic measures and those of RMSE are illustrated in Table 1 . The bottom of each column shows the probability of correct classification P CC of the measure in that column with respect to the reference rank order given in column 2.
The target distinctness values and the resulting rank order of RMSE,
, and MEC are listed in Table 1 . Significant rank order permutations are displayed in boxes. Both RMSE and MEG produce a rank order with five significant order reversals: targets 16, 10, 28, 36, and 3, are significantly out of order relative to the reference order induced by the psychophysical distinctness measure in column 2. The other targets have been attributed rank orders which do not differ significantly from the reference rank order. RMSE and MEG yield a relatively low probability ( P CC ϭ0.37). E Z 1 ,•••,Z n produces a rank order with six significant order reversals, and it yields the lowest probability ( P CC ϭ0.25). These results show that RMSE, E Z 1 ,•••,Z n , and MEG appear not capable to rank order targets in Experiment 1 with respect to their visual distinctness. Table 1 
Experiment 2
Dataset #2 was used in this second experiment. The comparative results of the computational measures are presented in Table 2 . The bottom of each of the columns shows the probability of correct classification of the measure in that column with respect to the reference rank order in column 2.
, and MEC are listed in Table 2 . The highest value of the evaluation function, P CC ϭ0.73, is obtained for MEC that produces a rank order with three significant order reversals ͑they are displayed in boxes͒: targets 16, 25, and 3 are significantly out of order relative to the reference order. These results show that MEC appears as well capable to rank order targets in Experiment 2 with respect to their visual distinctness.
Experiment 3
Our interest in this third experiment is to give response to the following question: What would be the impact on the model predictions of altering the original data set, for example by some kind of camouflage, from the previous polished condition? In this case we simply investigate the relation, in the presence of fractal noise, between the different measures and the psychophysical target distinctness. To this aim, two new data sets Dataset #3 and Dataset #4 were used ͑see Figs. 8 and 9͒. Dataset #3 and Dataset #4 were generated by adding fractal noise to images in Dataset #1 and Dataset #2, respectively. For generating the noisy target and nontarget images in Figs. 8 and 9 , we proceed as follows. First, we create a fractal noise image ͑plasma cloud͒ generated by the midpoint displacement algorithm through repeatedly subdividing square lattices of pixels. 19 By changing the fractal dimension ͑from 0 to 3.0͒, one can vary the cloud structure. The fractal dimension parameter was set to 2.15. Then our foggy target images were obtained as a linear combination: 0.7 times ͑fractal image͒ ϩ 0.3 times ͑origi-nal image͒.
The comparative results of the computational measures on Dataset #3 and Dataset #4 are presented in Tables 3 and  4 , respectively. The bottom of each column shows the probability of correct classification of the measure in that column with respect to the reference rank order in column 2.
From these tables we conclude that: 1. MEC shows the best overall performance in the experiment, yet it yields the highest fraction ( P CC ϭ0.75 on Dataset #3; P CC ϭ0.82 on Dataset #4); 2. the other measures, including
show a decrease in their ability to predict visual distinctness. It may be due, in the case of E C Z 1 ,•••,Z n , to the wellknown fact that changing the value of one pixel in some objects completely changes the significance of the Fourier phase. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the integral feature congruence functions as computed, following the results from Sec. 4.2, on target images in Dataset #3 and Dataset #4. The optimum definition of integral feature T is also illustrated on each target image.
The software and documentation for the information theoretic measures may be accessed by anonymous ftp to decsai.ugr.es with the path pub/software/ diata in the compressed archive file MEGyMEC-.tar.gz. The programs were not optimized in any way.
Conclusion
The following postulate was found to be relevant for predicting visual target distinctness in complex natural backgrounds by means of the difference between the image from the target-and-background scene and the image from the background with no target. Optimal interest points are locations of partially invariant features that minimize the probability of error for testing whether the target is present or absent. Their significance is a function of the corresponding degree of congruence across scales and orientations.
From the results given in Sec, 5, we claim the necessity of including, in the information theoretic model, a learning stage where the best partially invariant feature to measure discrepancy in a given context can be learned. That is, once we know the central role of the discrepancy between certain types of congruency, i.e., partially invariant features, the second step is to develop models for estimating the best notion of partially invariant features in which to measure discrepancy, as suggested in Postulate 7.
Appendix A
For each filter (r,) , the separable features capturing characteristics of the respective filter output are defined as follows.
The normalized even-symmetric filter output at location (x,y) as given by:
where O (r,) even (x,y) denotes the image convolved with the corresponding even-symmetric log-Gabor filter, for (r,) ͑see Sec. 3.1͒. The normalized odd-symmetric filter output at location (x,y) is similarly defined.
The measure of symmetry of intensity values:
and the measure of asymmetry of intensity values:
The local contrast of the even-symmetric filter output at location (x,y) is:
͑21͒
The neighborhood W(x,y) is defined as the set of pixels contained in a disk of radius r centered at (x,y). Let r be defined as the Euclidean distance between (x,y) and the nearest local minimum to (x,y) on the even-symmetric filter output. Since the nearest local minimum to (x,y) marks the beginning of another potential structure, our selection for the neighborhood W(x,y) avoids interference with such a structure, while the local variation is computed. 11 The local contrast of the odd-symmetric filter output at location (x,y) is similarly defined.
The local skewness of the even-symmetric filter output at location (x,y): ͓O (r,) even ͑ p,q ͒ϪO (r,) even ͑ p,q ͔͒ 3 .
The local skewness of the odd-symmetric filter output at location (x,y) is similarly defined. The local kurtosis of the even-symmetric filter output: The local kurtosis of the odd-symmetric filter output is similarly defined. where N denotes the sample size for the hypothesis test. From Eq. ͑24͒ and from the fact that the set of possible definitions for integral feature TЈ is finite and ␤ T Ј ,N is bounded for all TЈ, we can interchange min and limit, it follows that where ͑a͒ follows from Stein's lemma ͑see Sec. 9͒, ͑b͒ follows from Eq. ͑29͒, and ͑c͒ from Eq. ͑9͒.
This proves that the minimum error gain MEG between the target image R and the image without target I is asymptotically the best achievable exponent in the lowest probability of error for testing whether the target is present or not.
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